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The Fun Starts Here! 

 
 

COTTON CANDY MACHINE RENTAL GUIDELINES 
 
 

1. Break up any sugar lumps that may be in container of sugar.  This can be done by first pouring sugar into a 
bag and crushing with your hand. 

 
2. With machine off, fill center of spinner head with sugar making sure that there are no lumps. 

 Fill to about ½” from the top. 
 DO NOT OVERFILL!  OVERFILLING CAN DAMAGE THE MACHINE 
 

3. Next, turn on spinner motor with switch at front of machine.  Un-spun sugar may spin out initially. 
 

4. Turn on heater with switch at front of machine.  After 20 seconds or so, floss will begin to accumulate on 
sides of pan. 

 
5. When enough floss has accumulated, touch the wide end of the cone to the back of the pan so that the floss 

adheres to the cone.  Twist the cone to get some of the floss wrapped around the cone and bring straight up 
over the spinning head.  This last motion will cause the floss on the left and right sides of the pan to come 
away from the pan sides.  Now twist the cone to gather up the floss just retrieved from the pan sides and move 
the cone around the sides of the pan while continuing to twist the cone. 

 
6. To turn the machine off, first turn off the heater and allow the spinner head to spin for about a minute 

(cooling it off), then turn off the spinner head.  Failure to do this may cause the un-spun sugar to solidify in 
the head preventing continued production of cotton candy. 

 
Adjustments: 
(1) If the floss is coming out too fast, the temperature can be reduced by turning the dial on the front of the machine 
counter-clockwise; if not coming out fast enough turn the dial clockwise (do not turn to maximum heat – see below). 
(2) The 2 pieces of leather attached to the machine head are called floaters & act as a fan to push the floss & air toward the 
mesh in the pan.  The air passes through while the floss sticks to the mesh.  The floaters are twisted slightly to distribute 
the floss evenly on the mesh.  Since the head spins counter-clockwise, twisting the floaters clockwise distributes the floss 
higher in the pan.  Twisting them counter-clockwise distributes the floss toward the bottom of the pan.  In the unlikely 
event that adjustments need to be made to the machine they should be done by making small changes, then evaluate the 
outcome before making more changes.  If there are any questions please call our office. 
 

MAINTAIN A GAP BETWEEN THE MESH AND THE PAN SO THAT AIR CAN PASS THROUGH 
If necessary w/machine off – remove stuck on sugar from mesh to allow air to continue passing through mesh 

 
NEVER TOUCH THE SPINNER HEAD WHILE IT IS MOVING 

 
DO NOT TOUCH THE SLOTTED BAND AROUND THE SPINNER HEAD – IT GETS HOT. 

 
NEVER TURN HEATING CONTROL DIAL TO MAXIMUM - MACHINE MAY SMOKE 

 
 

Please do not clean the Cotton Candy machine. 


